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BACKGROUND AND BRIEFING NOTE
ŌTAKI TO NORTH OF LEVIN RONS COMMUNITY MCA WORKSHOPS
Workshop 1

This note is provided as background to all participants at the two Community Multi-Criteria
Workshops for the Ōtaki to north of Levin Road of National Significance (RoNS) Project. It provides a
brief description of the work we will be undertaking over the two workshops, and then sets out
information for the first workshop. An Agenda for Workshop 1 is also attached.

1. BACKGROUND
The New Zealand Transport Agency (the Transport Agency) has been investigating a wide area in Horowhenua
District and the northern part of Kapiti District for a possible RoNS expressway between Taylors Road and north of
Levin. Considerable information has been collected and a wide range of possible broad corridors and routes have
been identified and considered.
In early 2107 the Transport Agency decided to take a more active participatory approach with the wider
community to help it identify and choose a route option to proceed with. As well as comprehensive public
engagement and closer liaison with Iwi, a Project Reference Group (PRG) has been established.
Before deciding on the possible route(s) for wider public engagement, the Transport Agency wishes to review a
wide range of possible routes through a process which involves representatives of Iwi and the PRG. This will
include broad route options which have been considered earlier, but also options which have been raised in
recent public engagement.
The process proposed to be used is Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA). It is a method which enables a wide range of
different aspects to be taken into consideration in evaluating options, and provides a systematic framework for
working through the merits and disadvantages of each option. The PRG has been briefed on the method in
general terms 35, and a further refresher will be provided during each of the workshops.
The MCA process is based on information, including information about the route options themselves and the
environment within which they would be located. For that reason, the first workshop includes background about
options, a site visit to look at the options together, and a discussion on the criteria to apply.

2. OUTLINE OF WORKSHOPS 1 AND 2
The two workshops are being held on 22nd and 29th August, at Te Takere (Library) in Levin. We are allowing a
time of 1pm to 8pm on each day, but it may be shorter. It is important that we have enough time to discuss
matters fully and not be rushed. More detailed Agendas will be sent out with the Background and Briefing Notes
for both days.
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Workshop 1 will involve (see detailed Agenda):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cup of tea on arrival
Introductions/purpose of day
Quick MCA refresher
Route presentation and discussion
Specialists very quick introduction to their subject (what to look for on the field trip)
[only if time – otherwise proceed to field trip]
Site visit/field trip (specialists to identify key areas of value as we go)
Refreshments – light meal
Discussion on criteria (based on ideas in Background and Briefing Note plus site visit)
Next session
(Questions throughout).

Area constraints maps will be up on the walls at the start of this workshop, and the route options will be
presented as overlays on aerials for the discussion.
This workshop involves a site visit, which will be undertaken on roads and public spaces (we cannot go onto
private land). Safety is paramount and for that reason we will not be able to alight from the bus alongside SH1 or
SH57. In other places we will be able to get out, so please wear suitable footwear and clothing.
Workshop 2 will involve (detailed Agenda will be sent out in advance):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cup of tea on arrival
Review of notes from first workshop and Agenda for day
General discussion/questions
Confirm criteria from last workshop (discussion based on pre-circulated Briefing Note)
Scoring
MCA scoring process on route options, north and south sections separately – based on constraints,
specialist input and workshop discussion
General discussion on interchange options and capture thoughts/comments
Weighting systems
Where to next?

3. WHO IS ATTENDING?
As well as community representatives and Iwi, there will be a number of people from the Transport Agency and
the technical specialists who have been working on the Project (engineers, planners, archaeologists, landscape
experts, etc). They will also be sharing their knowledge and information by being part of the process. There will
also be a small number of observers from the Transport Agency. Everyone taking part in the MCA process will be
there as an individual, although they may be bringing the values of a group into the process.

4. ROUTE OPTIONS
The Project’s technical advisors have developed a number of route options in draft. These will be put up on the
screen for discussion during Workshop 1.
Each option will be shown as a broad band 150-200 wide. This is to allow flexibility to locate an expressway
alignment within the broad route, and leaves room to avoid any particular features that may come to light. The
options are not “set in stone” and will be able to be modified on the day.

Some of the route options that have been developed can be connected up in a number of ways. For that reason
we will be looking generally at route sections south of Levin (southern sections) and around Levin (northern
sections), as well as how they might join together. For any options which are to the west of Levin, we need to
also consider connections back to State Highway 57 as that state highway is an important part of the road
network providing access to and from Palmerston North, to Levin and Wellington. It also carries a considerable
volume of traffic, notably freight.
During the discussion on route options we will be keen to find out if any of the options have “fatal flaws” that are
so significant that the option should be removed from further consideration. An example of a fatal flaw on a
route would be a route that went through and could not avoid a cemetery or urupa, a very significant patch of
bush, or a particularly important piece of community infrastructure (a reserve, waste-water treatment plant or
water reservoir). There may be other difficulties (such as heritage buildings, which may be able to be shifted)
with the route options, but these will be addressed through the scoring at the second workshop.

5. CRITERIA
An important part of the first workshop is to consider and develop a set of criteria against which the route options
can be evaluated.
A number of criteria have been used in earlier MCA exercises for this project, and a possible set of criteria are set
out here for discussion. The MCA process needs to include criteria that are relevant in terms of the decision that
the Transport Agency needs to make. This includes criteria that relate to:
•
•
•
•

The overall project objectives;
The ability to obtain RMA and other approvals to proceed with the project;
Impacts on the community which will be affected by the project; and
Practical aspects such as the ability for the project to be constructed, long-term exposure to natural
hazards etc.

Cost also needs to be taken into account (normally options would be evaluated with and without a cost criterion).
It is important that the scope of the criteria are appropriate to the area being considered and the scale of the
options. In this case we will be assessing broad routes over approximately 22km (straight line distance), so the
criteria need to remain reasonably broad.
The following 12 criteria are set out as a basis for discussion:
Landscape/Visual Impact – this takes into account existing landscape character (including degree of
modification and presence of structures) and the likely impact that a particular route option would have. It
includes potential landscape and urban design effects when passing through or near to townships or lifestyle
areas, but not the direct visual effects on dwellings (which came into the category of impacts on dwellings).
Ecological Impacts – this criterion covers ecological values, including indigenous vegetation areas that are
nationally, regionally or locally significant in terms of habitat values or the presence of species, and the
potential effects on waterways (lakes, rivers and streams) and wetlands.
Archaeological Risk – this criterion takes into account known archaeological and heritage sites and features,
and also the risk of encountering archaeological features, or areas of significance.
Cultural Values – this takes into account the range of values that tangata whenua are likely to associate with
the area, including past and present associations, key areas of settlement (marae and papakianga), waahi
tapu (if known) and other cultural value, areas of use (e.g. food gathering) current ownership, and important
elements of the natural environment such as waterways and wetlands.
Productive Land Values – this criterion takes into account the inherent productive values of
Classes I to III soils, and the current productive land use pattern.

Social/community impacts – this incorporates a range of considerations such as severance, general urban
amenity, recreation impacts, and construction impacts.
Impact on Dwellings – this criterion takes into account direct effects on existing dwellings, including the
need to remove dwellings or the potential need for mitigation of adverse effects associated with an
expressway route option.
District and Regional Plan and Consentability – this criterion includes consideration of both zoning and plan
objectives and policies, and any major impediments through plans to a route option.
Fit to Project Objectives – this criterion covers travel time, safety and long-term resilience.
Property Degree of Difficulty – this included the number of properties, extent of severance of existing
properties, the general ability to align a route option with property boundaries, potential for effect on
farming/business operations, and any known land tenure issues.
Engineering Considerations – this criterion addressed expected difficulties with construction of a route
option (constructability), including matters such as likely geotechnical considerations, extent of structures
needed, and potential flooding and groundwater issues.
Cost – indicative order of cost of options.
The ideal number of criteria for an MCA is 8-12, so we should consider modifications to, or reductions in the
number, of the above criteria rather than adding more.
We may evaluate some of the criteria on the basis of their components and recombining them. This will be
discussed at the start of Workshop 2.
5. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The project objectives provide background. These are included for information as they will contribute to some of
the criteria set out above. They sit within the wider Wellington Northern Corridor RoNS objectives. The wider
Wellington Northern Corridor RoNS objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

To enhance inter-regional and national economic growth and productivity;
To improve access to Wellington’s CBD, key industrial and employment centres, port, airport and
hospital;
To provide relief from severe congestion on the State highway and local road networks;
To improve the journey time reliability of travel on the section of SH1 between Levin and the
Wellington airport; and
To improve the safety of travel on State highways.

The objectives for the O2NL project are:
•
•
•
•

Reduce travel times on the state highway network;
Reduce deaths and serious injuries on the state highway network;
Enhance the resilience of the state highway network; and
Provide appropriate connections that integrate the state highway and local road networks to serve
urban areas.

6. PROCESSES
We are undertaking this process as a team, recognising that everyone has information to bring to the process.
The processes are designed to encourage questioning and discussion and reaching consensus as far as possible.
We have allowed sufficient time for discussion and debate. Everyone should contribute, and nobody should
dominate the discussion. We will be careful that does not happen. Where consensus is not reached, we will

record this and the basis for the difference in views and test our outcomes to see if the differences would make
any change in them.
At the first workshop, we will be asking questions such as:
•

Are the routes we have identified to look at the right ones? Are there any that should be removed?
Are there additional routes that we have overlooked?

•

Are the criteria that we have suggested the right ones? Has anything important been overlooked?
Have we included things that don’t matter? (Remember we will be weighting the criteria later on, so
the criteria we have set out do not need to be equally important).

General questions and questions of clarification will be encouraged throughout.
7. CONCLUSION
This is an exciting and important exercise for the project. We look forward to working together over the next
fortnight.
If you have any questions at this stage, please contact Lonnie Dalzell on 021 453 195, lonnie.dalzell@nzta.govt.nz,
or Sylvia Allan on 021 665 155, sylvia.allan@ihug.co.nz.

Sylvia Allan
17th August 2017

DRAFT AGENDA
ŌTAKI TO NORTH OF LEVIN COMMUNITY MCA
Workshop 1, Tuesday 24th August 2017 – 1pm to 8pm
Te Takeretanga o Kura-hau-pō, Library, 10 Bath Street, Levin – Rimu and Totara Rooms
Chair: Lonnie Dalzell
1. INTRODUCTION
1pm
Light refreshments on arrival
1.05-1.15pm
Introductions and purpose of day, confirm agenda
1.15-1.20pm
Constraints maps

Lonnie Dalzell
All
Sylvia Allan

2. OPTIONS DISCUSSION
1.20-1.25pm
Basis for development
1.25-2.30pm
Description and discussion on options

Phil Peet
Phil Peet

3. WHAT ARE WE LOOKING AT?
2.30-3pm

4. FIELD TRIP
3-3.10pm
3.15pm

Specialists quick introduction to their subject area – what
is it and why it is important (each specialist five minutes or less):
• Adam Forbes
• Gavin Lister
• Daniel Parker
• Lachie Grant
• Morrie Love (or Iwi rep)
• Andy Mott

5.30pm
5.30-6.10pm

Introduction to bus trip, route and safety briefing
Assemble on bus for site visit (specialists to identify
areas of value and answer questions as we go)
Return to Te Takeretanga o Kura-hau-pō (Approximate)
Refreshments

5. CRITERIA
6.10-6.20pm
6.20-7.30pm
7.30-8pm

MCA Refresher/Basis for criteria
Discussion on criteria
Any issues arising? Preparation for Workshop 2

Phil Peet

Sylvia Allan
Sylvia Allan/Phil Peet
All/Lonnie Dalzell

ŌTAKI TO NORTH OF LEVIN COMMUNITY MCA
Workshop 1, Meeting Notes
Tuesday 22 August 2017 – 1pm to 7.45pm
Attendees
Daniel Haigh, David McCorkindale, David McGonigal, Kevin Peel, John Foxall, Lindsay Poutama, Rob
Warrington, Christine Mitchell, Bernie Wanden, Barry Judd, Graeme Bagrie, Sue Forde, Chris Clarke, Jeremy
Manks, Barry Petherick, Carol Shore, Julia Burgess, Karen Prouse, Allan Mitchell, Geoff Lewis, Heather HeronSpeirs, David Keeling, Guy Brown, Pam Robinson, Coral Aldridge,Lonnie Dalzell, Greg Lee, Sarah Cronwright,
Jas Madhar, Ross I'Anson, Sylvia Allan, Phil Peet, Jessica Andrew, Daniel Parker, Niketi Toataua, Gavin Lister,
Lisa Rimmer, Adam Forbes, Lachie Grant, Richard Peterson, Andy Mott, Jamie Povall, Kris Connell, Mitchell
Bray
Introduction
The meeting started with a Karakia. Lonnie welcomed everyone, and everyone present briefly introduced
themselves.
The Agenda was confirmed.
This MCA process is the first, for this project, to be undertaken with the community, stakeholder and iwi. We
are aiming to be more open and transparent when short-listing options and to ensure that we have better
local information to help inform decision making.
Note: Project team responses to questions are shown in italics.
Comment about the recent announcement from the National Party about RoNS priorities:
From an O2NL project point of view, this election campaign material does not affect our current investigation
process, as whatever route is chosen as the recommended corridor will take into account potential future
extension options and will not preclude options for future plans for SH improvements. The proposed
extension to Sanson has the potential to be several years away from any detailed investigation being
undertaken.
Constraints maps
Pointed out that maps around the walls were updates of the ones that were prepared in 2011/12 and will be
available on line, but are currently still in draft. Note that the colour grading used has darkest as the greatest
constraint. Please give us feedback if anything is missing or has been overlooked.
Q. Did anything change on the constraints maps as a result of recent consultation?
Yes for example we’ve picked up additional sites such as additional heritage sites
Options discussion
Project team presentation
In 2011 various routes were identified based on the corridors with the least constraints. These routes have
been used as the basis for most of the routes presented at workshop 1. However the options presented also
took into account recent community feedback, particularly the desire to include an option further to the west.
The road options have been split into northern and southern sections to allow for a more straight-forward
MCA process. Seven southern options and five northern options have been identified, with the split being
approximately at Ōhau. Splitting the options in this way makes it easier to assess the various combinations of
options.

The options include routes west of Levin and east of Levin. Another key issue that the project team has
considered in identifying the routes is the connection between SH57 and SH1.
The route options presented are shown as 300m wide corridors. This is significantly wider than what will be
actually needed. The corridors will be refined down for the next stage of work.
A fly-through of each of the route options was shown at the workshop, starting with the southern routes and
followed by the northern routes.
During the flyovers it was noted that there is minimum geometric standards that need to be met to maintain
an appropriate road environment, which is consistent with other parts of the country. These geometric
standards mean that there are constraints on how severely the road can curve and turn to avoid specific
constraints.
Related questions
Q. Do the double lines on the options overview plan show a dual carriageway?
Yes. The only section which is not proposed as dual carriageway is the 2 lane link between SH57 and SH 1 in
the north of the study area.
Q. Does the constraint maps go further west than the most western option?
Yes
Q. Are you looking at an option further west?
The options get harder and harder the further west you go, with constraints increasing. But we can.
Q. What will be the actual width of the highway?
The pavement width would be approximately 30 m, but the total width of the corridor depends on additional
elements beyond the road itself including swales and cuts in steeper country but is typically up to say 100m
wide (can be wider and can be narrower).
Q. Are the options going all the way to the Manawatū River?
Not at this point, they terminate at various points just north of Levin. There would need to be a transition /
upgrade to tie the expressway back to the current highway at the northern point of each option. This is a
separate exercise to be undertaken by the Transport Agency.
Q. Option N4 – Rather than overlay over the existing road (SH57), will this option be a new parallel alignment?
Yes.
Q. Options N1 & N2 – Who would take responsibility for the access back to Levin from these options?
As part of the expressway there will be interchanges and linkages back to Levin, but these will be assessed and
identified in detail in later stage of the work, including working with HDC.
A request was made to add an option further west than the western most option. It was agreed to include a
more western option for the second workshop.
A question was put to NZTA whether it was open to leasing land and therefore providing income to the land
owner. NZTA indicated that the current legislation would not allow leasing options.
There was also some discussion on whether a route should be shown through the Forest Lakes area. The
significant constraints in this area were described. No request was made to include an option through this
area.
Bus trip debrief
Further options needs to be looked at further to the west and east of the options presented to the workshop.

A key issue expressed by some in the group is that the route selected needs to be accessible to and from
Levin.
A composite option to the west of Levin was discussed, which travelled west of Lake Papaitonga and east of
Lake Horowhenua to avoid some of the most productive soils, provided good access going north and access to
Levin. However, the speaker noted that from a Māori cultural perspective western options are likely to be a
‘no-go’.
It was noted that the soil maps are not totally accurate as they don’t take into account very localised
differences. Any additional information should be made available to the project team to make the maps more
accurate.
Criteria
A short presentation was made by Sylvia Allan from the project team on the purpose and principles of the
Resource Management Act (RMA), identifying those aspects particularly relevant to the study area. It was
noted that these parts of the RMA have been used to inform the proposed criteria.
The 12 criteria proposed in the workshop briefing note were then presented by Sylvia Allan and the project
team specialists. The following comments on each of these were made by the group:
• Does the archaeological criteria include heritage values as well as sites? – Yes, this will be clarified
• Broaden the ‘productive land values’ criterion to include future productive potential
• Where do aspects of the wider culture fit (beyond cultural values to tangata whenua)? It was noted
that broader cultural impacts are covered by landscape, social/community criteria, however they are
hard to define and evaluate at this scale. Noted that landscape assessment and District Plan criteria
pick up on this issue.
• Community impacts is key issue, and need to be factored in.
• Can social/community impact and impact on dwellings be combined? This should be one of the main
criteria. Explained that the two are actually quite different. One is direct social impact on individual
households; the other a broader consideration of physical and other impacts on communities.
• Impact on dwellings – how is this defined? This will include houses within 50 meters of the 300 m wide
corridor, i.e. a total corridor width of 400 m
• High value food growing land is inherently valuable not just economically valuable. Future values need
to be recognised.
• Under social and community impact, can ‘recreation’ be brought into the criterion heading?
• Suggestion that the District and regional plan criterion be expanded to include other strategies and
plans, and that ‘consentability’ is excluded from this criterion and is instead combined with the
‘Property degree of difficulty’ criteria.
• Should ‘fit to project objectives’ be dropped from the criteria? It was noted that this criterion includes
‘access to Levin’ so should be retained so at very least the ‘scale’ of the connection / access route can
be considered at a broad level. The project team also noted that interchanges will be considered
following the MCA scoring of options at the next workshop
• Will the options be able to be differentiated on ‘property degree of difficulty’? Yes it is considered that
it will be possible to judge this criterion and there is likely to be differences between the options
During the discussion above various additional criteria were suggested by the group:
• Noise
• Amenity
• Safety (noted that this is one of the project objectives and so is considered under that Project
objectives criterion)
• Fit with economic development, and future urban and rural development proposals (including urban
and rural development)
• Urban design impacts & urban form

•
•
•
•
•

Impact on land value
How does each option constrain / facilitate options at the north end of the study area (long term
strategic thinking)
Travel cost of longer routes, not just travel time
CO2 emissions
Access to Levin

The project team agreed to go away and consider this feedback. Amended criteria will be included in the
Briefing Notes for the next session and can be discussed at the start of the next workshop.
It was suggested that workshop 2 should involve a two-step process. The first step would be a fatal flaw
assessment, or quick sieve, to reduce the options. This first assessment would be based on the NZTA’s stated
project objectives and factors identified by the group as being ‘imperatives’. Noted that some attendees had
asked what could be a fatal flaw (for example would loss of/ impact on family with historical ties to the area
be fatal?)Options which could not meet either the NZTA objectives or the group’s imperatives would not
proceed to the full MCA assessment. Step two would be the full MCA assessment.
There was a counter view presented that a full discussion on all options should be undertaken to ensure
transparency.
It was agreed that the project team would consider how the two stage process might work, and a discussion
on whether to use this approach will held at the start of workshop 2. The aim is that the approach taken will
be the consensus view of the group.
Whichever approach is taken, it will be important that it is clearly documented so that the wider community
can understand why some options were or were not dropped out early.
Scoring process
The project team described the scoring process for the MCA assessment. It is proposed that for each criterion
a nominated specialist would provide information and start the discussion on the scoring. This would then
lead into a wider group discussion and ideally consensus on the scoring of each option against each criterion.
Weighting systems would also be addressed.
Workshop Two
Tuesday 29 August 2017 – 1pm
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BACKGROUND AND BRIEFING NOTE
ŌTAKI TO NORTH OF LEVIN RONS COMMUNITY MCA WORKSHOPS
Workshop 2

This note is provided as background to all participants at the two Community Multi-Criteria
Workshops for the Ōtaki to north of Levin Road of National Significance (RoNS) Project. It provides
a brief description of the work we will be undertaking over the two workshops, and then sets out
information for the second workshop. An Agenda for Workshop 2, along with the notes from
Workshop 1 and an updated route option map, is also attached.

1. BACKGROUND
The New Zealand Transport Agency (the Transport Agency) has been investigating a wide area in Horowhenua
District and the northern part of Kapiti District for a possible RoNS expressway between Taylors Road and north of
Levin. Considerable information has been collected and a wide range of possible broad corridors and routes have
been identified and considered.
In early 2107 the Transport Agency decided to take a more active participatory approach with the wider
community to help it identify and choose a route option to proceed with. As well as comprehensive public
engagement and closer liaison with Iwi, a Project Reference Group (PRG) has been established.
Before deciding on the possible route(s) for wider public engagement, the Transport Agency wishes to review a
wide range of possible routes through a process which involves representatives of Iwi and the PRG. This will
include broad route options which have been considered earlier, but also options which have been raised in
recent public engagement.
The process proposed to be used is Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA). It is a method which enables a wide range of
different aspects to be taken into consideration in evaluating options, and provides a systematic framework for
working through the merits and disadvantages of each option. The PRG has been briefed on the method in
general terms 36, and a further refresher will be provided during each of the workshops.
The MCA process is based on information, including information about the route options themselves and the
environment within which they would be located. For that reason, the first workshop provided background about
options, a site visit opportunity to look at the options together, and a discussion on the criteria to apply. As a
result of that workshop, new route options have been added, and the draft criteria put forward in the Background
and Briefing Note for Workshop 1 have been modified.
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2. OUTLINE OF WORKSHOP 2
Workshop 2 will involve (detailed Agenda attached):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cup of tea on arrival
Review of notes from first workshop and Agenda for day
General discussion/questions
Fatal flaw analysis
Confirm criteria from last workshop (discussion based on pre-circulated Briefing Note)
Scoring
MCA scoring process on route options, north and south sections separately – based on constraints,
specialist input and workshop discussion
Weighting systems
General discussion on interchange options and capture thoughts/comments
Where to next?

This will be an intensive session with a great deal to cover.

3. ROUTE OPTIONS
Additional route options have been developed following Workshop 1. These are shown on the attached Plan and
will be explained at the start of Workshop 2.

4. FATAL FLAW ANALYSIS
As agreed at Workshop 1, we will firstly identify if any of the options has a “fatal flaw” that is so significant that
the option should be removed from further consideration.
A fatal flaw can be described as a condition or circumstance that means the option (in this case a route section)
will not be able to be achieved. It can include an element of risk – a risk that is so great that the option is not
worth pursuing. Fatal flaw analysis involves a high bar. Options that are highly difficult but not fatally flawed
should remain in the mix and be scored adversely. Most fatal flaws will relate to aspects which are unconsentable
in RMA terms, or where property cannot be compulsorily acquired, or where unresolvable legal challenges may
arise. Other bases for fatal flaws may be routes that are so circuitous that they will not serve strategic transport
needs. Engineering complexity is rarely a fatal flaw, although natural hazard exposure may be.
An example of a fatal flaw on a route would be a route that went through and could not avoid a cemetery or
urupa, a very significant patch of bush, or a particularly important piece of community infrastructure (a reserve,
waste-water treatment plant or water reservoir). Considering routes that are much wider than will actually be
needed is one way of minimising a fatal flaw on any route section. A fatal flaw would need to apply to close to
the whole of the width of a route. A route option may include significant difficulties (such as heritage buildings,
which may be able to be aligned around, or the buildings themselves shifted) which attract negative scores but
are probably not likely deemed sufficient to comprise a fatal flaw.

5. CRITERIA
A number of criteria were put forward for discussion at Workshop 1. These have been somewhat modified as a
result of comments made. Revised descriptions are set out below.
Landscape/Visual Impact – this takes into account existing landscape character (including degree of
modification and presence of structures) and the likely impact that a particular route option would have. It
includes potential landscape and urban design effects when passing through or near to townships or lifestyle
areas. It excludes direct visual effects on dwellings, effects of severance, and amenity considerations.
Ecological Impacts – this criterion covers ecological values, including indigenous vegetation areas that are
nationally, regionally or locally significant in terms of habitat values or the presence of species, and the
potential effects on waterways (lakes, rivers and streams) and wetlands.
Impact on Heritage – this criterion takes into account known archaeological and heritage sites and features,
and also the risk of encountering archaeological features, or new areas of significance.
Tangata Whenua Cultural Values – this takes into account the range of values that tangata whenua are likely
to associate with the area, including past and present associations, key areas of settlement (marae and
papakianga), waahi tapu (if known) and other cultural value, areas of use (eg food gathering) current
ownership, and important elements of the natural environment such as waterways and wetlands.
Productive Land Values – this criterion takes into account the inherent productive values of
Classes I to III soils (present and future), and the current productive land use pattern.
Social/Community/Recreation Impacts – this incorporates a range of considerations such as severance,
general amenity (including exposure of communities to noise), recreation impacts, and impacts during the
construction phase.
Impacts on Dwellings – this criterion takes into account direct effects on existing dwellings, including the
need to remove dwellings, and the potential need for mitigation of adverse effects on dwellings near an
alignment.
District Development – this criterion includes consideration of impacts on current district plan provisions,
and likely future growth areas.
Fit to Project Objectives – this criterion covers travel time, operating costs, safety, long-term resilience and
the ability to connect effectively to Levin.
Property Degree of Difficulty – this includes the number of properties, extent of severance of existing
properties, the general ability to align a route option with property boundaries, potential for effect on
farming/business operations, and any known land tenure issues.
Engineering Considerations – this criterion addresses expected difficulties with construction of a route
option (constructability), including matters such as likely geotechnical considerations, extent of structures
needed, and potential flooding and groundwater issues.
Cost – indicative order of cost of options.
The table below sets out aspects raised at Workshop 1 and indicates where they have been included.
Items from Workshop 1:
Point to Include

Included in Criterion

Noise

Social/community/recreational impacts

Development of urban areas

District development

Ability to adapt to future option further north

Fit to project objective

Recreational values

Social/community/recreational impacts

Length

Fit to project objectives

Paris agreement/greenhouse gases

Fit to project objectives

Architectural heritage values

Impact on heritage

Local cultural values (non-tangata whenua) 37

Social/community/recreational impacts;
Landscape/visual impacts; Impact on heritage; District
development

Safety

Fit to project objectives

Amenity

Social/community/recreational impacts 38

Urban design and urban form

Landscape/visual impacts; District development

Impacts on land value

Not specifically included as too uncertain and not an
RMA consideration

6. SCORING
It is proposed that we apply a typical 1 to 5 scoring method. An indicative scoring system is set out below for
discussion at the start of the scoring process.
Score

Description

1

The option presents few difficulties on the basis of the criterion being evaluated, taking
into account reasonable mitigation proposals. There may be significant benefits or
opportunities in terms of the attribute.

2

The option presents only minor areas of difficulties on the basis of the criterion being
evaluated, taking into account reasonable mitigation proposals. There may be some
benefits in terms of the attribute.

3

The option presents some areas of reasonable difficulty in terms of the criterion being
evaluated. Effects cannot be fully avoided. Mitigation is not readily achievable at
reasonable cost, and there are few or no apparent opportunities for mitigation related
benefits.

4

The option includes extensive areas of difficulty in terms of the criterion being
evaluated. Mitigation is not readily achievable.

5

The option includes extreme difficulties in terms of achieving the project on the basis of
the criterion being evaluated.

Note that mitigation could include a wide range of techniques from physical systems like noise screening
and/or low-noise surfaces, removal and/or replacement of aspects lost (vegetation, habitats), financial
compensation, etc.

37

As this is a broad and undefined concept which is likely to vary widely amongst people within the community, it is
appropriate that it is broken down and spread across various criteria.
38 Visual amenity (apart from impacts on nearby dwellings) is covered in landscape/visual impacts.

7. PROCESSES
A range of specialists has been nominated to introduce the various criteria, to explain the content, and to
comment on the route sections in detail, and to provide a tentatively suggested scoring for each.
This information will be discussed, debated and tested with the intention of achieving a consensus score for each
route section for each criterion. Reasons for the scoring will be recorded. If consensus is not reached, the
different score(s) will be recorded and the reasons also recorded. This will be used later as part of sensitivity
testing.
To maximise efficiency, it is likely that we will score criterion by criterion, southern and northern route sections
separately.
From experience, what may seem like a very slow process at the start will speed up. We need to make sure we
leave sufficient time for an overall review of the scores.
We will also try to develop at least one workshop-agreed weighting system, and may look at other systems.
General questions and questions of clarification will be encouraged throughout.
8. CONCLUSION
This is an exciting and important exercise for the project. We look forward to working together on the detailed
analysis for this workshop.
If you have any questions at this stage, please contact Lonnie Dalzell on 021 453 195, lonnie.dalzell@nzta.govt.nz,
or Sylvia Allan on 021 665 155, sylvia.allan@ihug.co.nz.

Sylvia Allan
24th August 2017

DRAFT AGENDA
ŌTAKI TO NORTH OF LEVIN COMMUNITY MCA
Workshop 2 Tuesday 29th August 2017 – 1pm to 8pm
Te Takeretanga o Kura-hau-pō, Library, 10 Bath Street, Levin – Rimu and Totara Rooms
Chair: Lonnie Dalzell

1. INTRODUCTION
1pm

Light refreshments on arrival

Lonnie Dalzell

1.05-1.15pm

Introductions and purpose of day, confirm Agenda
and notes from Workshop 1

All

2. OPTIONS UPDATE AND FATAL FLAWS
1.15-1.25pm

Description and discussion of new options

Phil Peet

1.25-2pm

Fatal Flaw discussion (can any options be ruled out?) All

3. MCA SCORING/WEIGHTING
2pm-2.10pm

Update on and confirm criteria

Sylvia Allan

2.10-2.15pm

Scoring system

Sylvia Allan

2.15-6.30pm

Discussion by criteria/route sections
• Landscape/Visual Impact
• Ecological Impacts
• Impacts on Heritage
• Tangata Whenua Cultural Values

6.30-6.45pm

(order TBC)

•
•
•

Productive Land Values
Social/Community/Recreation Impacts
Impacts on Dwellings

•

District Development
Peterson/

•
•

Fit to Project Objectives
Property Degree of Difficulty

•

Engineering Considerations

•

Cost

Overall review of scores and development
of weighting systems

Lisa Rimmer
Simon Beale
Daniel Parker
Iwi/
Niketi Toataua
Lachie Grant
Sylvia Allan
Kris Connell/
Mitchell Bray
Richard
Daniel Haigh
Phil Peet
KrisConnell/
Mitchell Bray
Jamie Povall/
Andy Mott
Jamie Povall
Sylvia Allan

4. INTERCHANGE OPTIONS
6.45-7pm

Interchange descriptions/options

Phil Peet/
Jamie Povall

7pm-7.45pm

Discussion, comments on interchange options

Phil Peet/
Jamie Povall

5. WINDUP
7.45-8pm

Any issues arising? What happens next?

All/Lonnie Dalzell

Note: there will be breaks at approximately 3.15pm and 5.30pm for refreshments.

Ōtaki to North of Levin Community MCA
Workshop 2, Meeting Notes
Tuesday 29 August 2017 – 1pm to 9.30 pm

Attendees
Graeme Bagrie, Jeremy Manks, Barry Petherick, Carol Shore, Julia Burgess, Karen Prouse, Allan Mitchell, Geoff
Lewis, Heather Heron-Speirs, David Keeling, Guy Brown, Lindsay Poutama, Rob Warrington, Pam Robinson,
Paddy Jacobs, Wayne Hodge, Adam Tulloch, Tony Burgess, Nadine Nicholls, Daniel Haigh, David McGonigal,
John Foxall, Kevin Peel, Christine Mitchell, Bernie Wanden, Barry Judd, Coral Aldridge, Lonnie Dalzell, Greg Lee,
Sarah Cronwright, Jas Madhar, Sylvia Allan, Phil Peet, Richard Peterson, Jamie Povall, Lisa Rimmer, Lachie Grant,
Andy Mott, Daniel Parker, Simon Beale, Niketi Toataua, Kris Connell, Mitchell Bray, Amos Kamo, Jo Wilkins.
Introduction
The meeting was started with a karakia. Lonnie welcomed everyone and reminded everyone that the purpose of
the day was to collectively assess the performance of corridor options and so everyone is encouraged to
participate. The agenda was confirmed and comments on the meetings notes for meeting 1 were requested to
be sent to Sylvia or Lonnie.
Following a question from the group, the basis for the Māori land constraint layer was discussed (Map14). It was
noted that the information has come from Corelogic. It has not at this point been checked on a title by title
basis. It was noted that Map 6 was currently the most up to date information held by Transport Agency. It was
acknowledged that there may be some inaccuracies in terms of Māori freehold land on the information that is
shown on Map 6.
A concern was raised by members of the group about how much work was on the agenda for the day. As part
of this it was noted that if we do not do the process well now it may lead to dispute later in the process. The
limited information on some criteria, the overall amount of information that group members have been required
to considered in preparation for the day and the late timing of the release of the landscape report were also
concerns to some in the group. A concern was raised about the accuracy of the data underlying Map 11 –
Flooding, in particular in relation to the large flooding area shown in the north west of the study area.
In response to these concerns it was suggested that we review progress relative to the agenda later in the day
and if necessary a further session could be scheduled. With regard to the information challenges it was
acknowledged that at this point in the process of selecting options it is not practical or necessary to provide
detailed information on all criteria and options, assessments can and need to be made based on high level
judgements, with help from specialists on the criteria and using the combined knowledge of the group. As the
options are shortlisted more detailed information will be provided on the remaining options. With specific
reference to the concerns about the flood map, this will be investigated with Horizons Regional Council.
It was also noted that the specialists involved, while sharing their knowledge and listening to the responses, were
entitled to independently hold their own professional views, which may be somewhat different from the scores
that the workshop gave particular items.
Options update
Five additional options added since the last meeting were introduced. These are:
•
S8 a far western route in the south
•
N6 a far western route in the north
•
N7 linking N1 and N3 routes between Lakes Papaitonga and Horowhenua
•
N8 far eastern option around the outskirts of the Gladstone area
•
N9 along the alignment of the electricity transmission lines through the Gladstone area
A flyover of each of the new routes was shown.
There was some discussion about why S8 does not go west of Forest Lakes (previously discussed during workshop
#1). The reasons for this were explained as being the significance of the lakes themselves from an ecological
and cultural perspective. Also it was not practical to go west of Forest Lakes as this would result in considerable
route elongation and create geometrical difficulties.
There was a brief discussion about how the corridors were chosen in the first place. Corridors have been
identified using the constraints maps, with the proposed route options avoiding as many constraints as possible.
Q. Why is the link road only 2 lanes?

Because traffic splits between SH57 and SH1, therefore there is no need for the dual carriageway. It was noted
that it would be designed to enable it to be widened in the future. Land purchase would provide for potential
four-laning.
Fatal Flaws
The group was asked whether any options should be removed due to fatal flaws, noting that the bar for fatal
flaw was very high.
It was suggested that N1, N2 and N7 are fatally flawed because they cross the edge of Lake Papaitonga. N1
was raised also as a fatal flaw because of the number of urupa involved, which cannot be avoided. It was also
noted that Lake Horowhenua is expected to be given special status through Treaty of Waitangi processes. This
cannot be reflected in a MCA score of 5, and therefore options impacting on the Lake may be fatally flawed.
Q. How far away from Lake Horowhenua do we need to be to avoid effects on it?
As far as possible.
It was noted that through the recent consultation process the community had requested genuine western
options be included in the option assessment process. A concern was expressed that the western options have
too many constraints to be genuine options. Members of the project team noted that this is a challenge with
western options, but Transport Agency is responding to requests expressed during community consultation and at
the first workshop, and based on very preliminary assessments has included what appear the most feasible
western options.
A concern was raised that identifying fatal flaws of options now was not appropriate because many options had
a significant adverse impact and not running each option through the MCA process would not allow the pros
and cons of each option to be assessed overall. It was also suggested that relatively minor alignment
adjustments may be identified which can avoid the fatal flaws. It was also noted that the immediate MCA
evaluation is not the end of the optioneering process. Options can be further investigated, and alignment
adjustments assessed, if it is identified by the group that there would be benefit in doing so.
Agreed that potential fatal flaws would be identified and recorded as we moved through the process (by a
score of 5*).
Criteria
The revised criteria were introduced based in the meeting briefing note. In response to a specific concern it was
noted that ‘noise’ is included under amenity in the social / community / recreation criteria.
A concern was raised that too many factors were included in the social/community/recreation criteria. The view
was expressed that each of social, community and recreation are equally as important as some of the other
factors which are stand-alone criterion. In response, the point was made that all of the criteria have several
factors within them, and that this was the nature of option assessment at this stage of the process. Overall, given
the number of criteria already, the consensus was that we would, during the assessment of this criterion, keep
amenity, recreation and severance in separate columns so that the relative effects on each factor remains
visible to the group and to the wider public during subsequent consultation. However a single score would be
awarded for each route under the social, community, recreation criterion.
It was raised that land value was not included as a criterion. It was noted that land value is reflected in several
criteria, including ‘social, community, recreation’, ‘impacts on dwellings’ and ‘property degree of difficulty’. The
level of complexity around land values and the uncertainty (i.e. some land gains value, other loses it) was noted.
Scoring
In relation to scoring a concern was raised that the proposed method of scoring in the briefing note requires the
group to consider both difficulties/effects and benefits. It was suggested that in some instances options may
have both benefits and adverse effects under a single criterion and that this would be difficult to reconcile in a
single score.
In response to this, the concern was acknowledged as legitimate generally. However, it was noted that in this
project the options would have benefits in relation to only a very limited number of the criteria (possibly only ‘Fit
to Project Objectives’). For most of the criteria, given the current “broad corridor” level and the standard
Transport Agency mitigation provisions that would be applied, the focus should be on the adverse effects of the
options. Therefore this issue is not expected to arise. It is noted that once more detailed work is undertaken the
opportunity to develop beneficial elements will be able to be considered.
Criteria
Note: the following are short summaries of the discussion at the workshop. More detailed assessments from the
specialists will be included in the MCA report.

Engineering considerations
The specialist introduction noted that this criterion excludes cost. 4 sub-attributes have been considered. These
are described briefly below with the weighting of each sub criteria provided in brackets:
•
A broad brush assessment of the number of structures expected on the route, i.e. how complex the
construction will be and the long term maintenance liability / resilience risk of more structures (10%)
•
Geometry – whether a route is a high standard or a multitude of minimum standards (20%)
•
Geology and geotechnical considerations (50%)
•
Flooding risk – based on constraint maps from Horizons Regional Council (20%)
Sub-attributes were scored on scale of 1-5, and then weighted as per percentages in brackets above.
Option

Score

Commentary (# in brackets = sub-attribute score)

S1

3

Quite a lot of structures (5), only one curve at minimum (2), a few
geotechnical issues (3), some flood risk (3)

S2

3

Quite a lot of structures (5), only one low standard curve (2), a few
geotechnical issues (3) some flood risk (3)

S3

3

Quite a lot of structures (5), 3 curves in the minimum standard range (4), a
few geotechnical issues (3), some flood risk (3)

S4

3

Has the most structures (5), 2 low standard curves (3), a few geotechnical
issues (3), some flood risk (3)

S5

3

A lot of structures (5), 1 low standard curve (2) minimal geotechnical issues
(2), some flood risk (3)

S6

2

Less structures (4), only 1 low standard curve (2), minimal geotechnical
issues (2), some flood risk (3)

S7

3

Less structures (4), 2 low standard curves (3), a few geotechnical issues (3),
minimal flood risk (2)

S8

3

Quite a lot of structures (5), 2 low standard curves (3), a few geotechnical
issues (3), more extensive flood risk (4)

It was noted that from an engineering perspective the southern routes are reasonably similar and this is
reflected in the scores.
Option

Score

Commentary (# in brackets = sub-attribute score)

N1

3

Moderate extent of structures (3), only one curve at minimum standard
(2), a few geotechnical issues (3), more extensive flood risk (4)

N2

3

Moderate extent of structures (3), only one curve at minimum standard
(2), a few geotechnical issues (3), more extensive flood risk (4)

N3

3

No structures (1), four curves at minimum standard (5), minimal
geotechnical issues (2), minimal flood risk (2)

N4

2

Limited extent of structures (2), only one curve at minimum standard (2),
minimal geotechnical issues (2), no flood risk (1)

N5

2

Limited extent of structures (2), only one curve at minimum standard (2),
minimal geotechnical issues (2), no flood risk (1)

N6

4

Moderate extent of structures (3), only one curve at minimum standard
(2), more significant geotechnical issues (4), more extensive flood risk (4)

N7

3

No structures (1), two curves at minimum standard and two just above (4),
a few geotechnical issues (3), some flood risk (3)

N8

2

Moderate extent of structures (3), no curves at minimum standard or just
above (1), minimal geotechnical issues (2), minimal flood risk (2)

N9

2

Limited extent of structures (2), only one curve at minimum standard (2),
minimal geotechnical issues (2), minimal flood risk (2)

The concern regarding the accuracy of the flooding map, particularly the large area in the north west, was revisited. It was noted that if the flood risk was in fact lower than indicated by the map then this might reduce the
criterion score for the north western N6 option by 1 to 3 but N1 would remain the same. This is to be investigated
further with Horizons Regional Council.
On N3, a question was raised about the score of a 5 for the geometrics sub-attribute. To test the sensitivity of the
score for this option the geometrics sub-attribute score was reduced to 4. This would have the effect of reducing
the overall criterion score for this option to 2. Further investigation will consider if this is possible and if so
alternative scoring will be included as part of sensitivity testing.
It was suggested that the geotechnical score on N1, N2, N7 may not reflect the true geotechnical risk in the area
due to the presence of peat materials. The specialist was fully aware of the peat materials but the comments
were tested by increasing the score from 3 to 4 for geotechnical considerations. This would increase the overall
score for all three options to 4, this will be investigated further and potentially included in sensitivity testing.
In relation to liquefaction in the western areas it was recommended that the work of Dr Huhana Smith be
reviewed.
Ecological Impacts
The specialist introduction for this criterion noted that the assessment was largely based on desktop sources
(Department of Conservation, Land cover, QEII covenants, Regional Council, Horowhenua District Council and
iwi), supplemented by site visits. Various indigenous systems had been considered including terrestrial and
aquatic systems. Consideration had also been given to impacts on species and sites with special status. In
general terms, the recommended scoring was based on the physical extent of encroachment on areas with
ecological value.
Option

Score

Commentary

S1

1

no obvious constraints, assumed to miss QEII covenant

S2

2

May compromise QEII covenanted area within the corridor, but possibly
can avoided through the design process

S3

3

impacts significant area of bush occupying a gully (northern end of
corridor)

S4

5

significant ecological areas, particularly on outskirts of Ōhau, don’t
believe that these areas could be avoided with a four-lane road

S5

4

forest valley system near Manakau, and two other areas

S6

2

some values in southern portion, Stables Bush,

S7

5

Some significant values in the southern portion, completely bisects one
particular area

S8

1

no obvious constraints

Q. How were waterways considered, including in the Forest Lakes area – Several options cross gullies in this area?
Mitigation for run-off and hydrological impacts during construction and operation will need to be given careful
consideration during future design stages. NZTA standards require a good level of stormwater run-off treatment
as well as designs to ensure that run-off rates do not increase flooding effects. This was considered as part of
‘reasonable mitigation’ in the scoring of options.
Q. Would it be possible to cross the Ōhau River further west (S4)?
It is not considered practicals to do so as there are so many other constraints, including the rail line, urupa, etc.
Option

Score

Commentary

N1

4

Impacts on western fringe of Lake Papaitonga, stable dune system (high
values), but can be avoided or partially avoided (2), if cannot be avoided
would be a (4)

N2

5

Significant impacts on the eastern fringe of Lake Papaitonga (possibly a
fatal flaw). Following questions and comments about three steep gullies it
was agreed that this might be able to be mitigated by bridging

N3

2

Bush area in north and at Ōhau River, possibly able to be avoided through
detailed route alignment

N4

5

Impacts on two bush areas which are nationally significant. While the bush
could be avoided, any road through this area would remove the potential
for future linkage of the 2 areas. During discussion an alternative score was
suggested of 4 because of potential for route to go through the gap
between the 2 areas.

N5

1

No obvious constraints

N6

5

Numerous areas of high value, some in close proximity with limited
potential to avoid the areas. In discussion some concern was expressed
that the current land use is already impacting the value of this area, i.e.
the value is lower than is being suggested in the score. Evidence of
liquefaction.

N7

4

Number of forested areas, difficult to avoid

N8

1

No obvious constraints

N9

5

Riparian forest area will be bisected, while physical extent of the impact is
small, because the impact is on riparian values, this means the area is likely
to include high diversity and it is noted nationally significant species have
been found in this location.

Tangata Whenua Cultural Values
The specialist introduction noted that all options west of the current SH1 are fraught from a tangata whenua
perspective due to the numerous urupa and other sites of significance in the area, and the extent of Māori
landownership. Eastern options are less of an issue. While there are areas of concern, these tend to be more
readily mitigated than is the case west of SH1. It was also noted that an expressway would generate social and
economic issues for tangata whenua, but the focus of the assessment has been on specific cultural value.
Separate scores for the southern options were provided by representatives of Ngāti Wehi Wehi and Ngāti
Tukorehe. The northern scores were provided by a representative of Muaupoko.
Scoring:
S1 - (4/5) S2 - (5/5) S3 - (5/5) S4 - (3/5) S5 - (4/4) S6 - (2/2) S7 - (3/3) but more work required to understand if there
would be effects on toma associated with deep caves in this location and intangible effects S8 - (5/5)
N1 – (5) N2 - (5) N3 – (5) N4 – (3) – eastern options remain of concern as potential for effects on water flow to
lakes and also potential road related pollution of the water.
N5 – (3) N6 – (5) N7 – (5) N8 – (3) N9 – (3)
Q. Can the western corridors be moved to reduce the score?
It was suggested that while the corridors could be moved, this wouldn’t reduce the score, and the reasons for this
is shown by the archaeological layer presented by Daniel Parker.
Impact on Heritage
The specialist introduction noted that the forest line from 1872 is key to the distribution of sites of significance to
iwi. Prior to that date, land east of the forest line was mainly covered in forest, although there were some larger
clearings for cultivation, occupation or other purposes. The forested areas were less densely occupied than the
dune lands closer to the coast and the clearings. The coastal and clearing areas that were more densely
occupied are those areas where the highest number of archaeological sites have been found and can be
expected to be uncovered in the future. In general terms therefore the pattern of archaeological risk is that this
increases further west, except in main clearing sites where early pakeha culture as well as tangata whenua
traces could be expected.
It was noted that an assessment of known sites within 500m either side of the proposed corridors has been used
as the basis for scoring, i.e. a 1.3km wide corridor overall for each option. This is because it best indicates the risk
of archaeological sites being impacted by an option, taking into account uncertainty about the accuracy of
historic information and the expected archaeological landscape. This approach was based on learnings from
the recent Mackays to Peka Peka project where a much greater density of archaeological finds than was
predicted occurred. Noted that there was no fatal flaws in this criterion, but that archaeological finds can have
very significant impact on construction programme.
In the south S1 – S5, S8 were scored a 4, while S6 & S7 were scored a 2.

In the north N1-3, N6 and N7 were scored a 4. N5, N8 & N9 were scored a 2. N4 was scored 4 because of the
presence of the Prouse Homestead.
Social / Community / Recreation
The specialist introduction noted that three factors have been considered under this criterion. These are:

•
•
•

severance - interruption of physical and social coherence of a community (S)
amenity values, as defined in the RMA, including noise effects (A)
recreation (opportunities for active and passive) (R)

Each of these factors was first assessed using an impact rating of low, moderate and high. An overall criterion
score was then applied.
It was noted that severance is not the same thing as connectivity, which relates to the ability of people to move
between different parts of the district. An assumption has been made that, through further design, connectivity
will be similar to the current situation.
Each of the factors were assessed as either low (L), medium (M) or high (H) impact so as to generate an overall
corridor option score.
Options

S

A

R

Comment

Score

S1

L

L

L

Sparsely populated rural area, no
particular rural character, avoids obvious
recreation sites

2

S2

L

L

L

No obvious constraints

2

S3

L

L

L

No obvious constraints

2

S4

L

M

L

Amenity impacts on Ōhau, particularly
vineyard subdivision

3

S5

H

H

>L

High severance particularly between the
part of the township to the west and the
domain, marae and the main township,
also noise effects (echo)– need to look at
option which avoids Manakau

5

S6

H

H

>L

Severance and amenity effects through
Manakau south subdivision – need to look
at option which avoids Manakau

5

S7

L

L

M

Recreation use in camping ground

2

S8

L

L

L

No obvious constraints

1

During discussion an alternative alignment to avoid Manakau by following S7 and then linking back to S5/6
alignment was suggested. The project team will look at this as an option and report back to Project Reference
Group.
It was noted that the end point of the Peka Peka to Ōtaki expressway limits options at the southern end.
Options

S

A

R

Comment

N1

L

L

M

Reasonably
sparsely
populated,
proximity to Lake Papaitonga, golf
course

3

N2

L/M

L/M

M

Reasonably
sparsely
populated,
proximity to Lake Papaitonga, golf
course

3/4

N3

H

H

H

Separates the lake from Levin, major
severance, recreation facilities lost, also
amenity issues at Ōhau and Levin

5

N4

M

M

L

Increased surface area of carriageway.
Severance of Gladstone area from
Levin,
although
connectivity
maintained.

4

N5

M

L/M

L

Severance of Gladstone area from
Levin,
although
connectivity
maintained.

3/4

N6

L

L

L

No obvious issues

2

N7

H

H

H

Separates the lake from Levin, major
severance, recreation facilities lost,
proximity to Lake Papaitonga

5

N8

M

M

H

Severance of Gladstone area from
Levin,
although
connections
maintained. Impact on recreation
facilities east of Gladstone area – The
Trig and Gladstone Reserve.

4

N9

M

L/M

M

Severance of Gladstone area from
Levin,
although
connections
maintained.

3/4

Productive Land Values
The specialist introduction noted that the assessment of this criterion has considered the NZ Land Resource
Inventory, soil type, slope and land use capability (LUC) assessments. In terms of LUC, categories 1-3 are of
interest in terms of land productivity, particularly classifications 1 and 2. It was noted that the assessment of
productive land value has not considered the current subdivision pattern/lifestyle blocks. The presence of rural
residential subdivision significantly reduces the productive potential of land.
Option

Score

Commentary

S1

3

Total area of option 336 ha, 334 ha in classes 1-3, 192 ha in classes 1-2

S2

3

Total area of option 345 ha, 337 ha in classes 1-3, 207 ha in classes 1-2

S3

2

Total area of option 358 ha, 342 ha in classes 1-3, 186 ha in classes 1-2

S4

4

Total area of option 522 ha, 508 ha in classes 1-3, 256 ha in classes 1-2

S5

4

Total area of option 502 ha, 474 ha in classes 1-3, 308 ha in classes 1-2

S6

4

Total area of option 508 ha, 476 ha in classes 1-3, 207 ha in classes 1-2

S7

4

Total area of option 560 ha, 498 ha in classes 1-3, 134 ha in classes 1-2

S8

2

Total area of option 327 ha, 321 ha in classes 1-3, 120 ha in classes 1-2

Option

Score

N1

2

Total area of option 376 ha, 263 ha in classes 1-3, 69 ha in classes 1-2

N2

2

Total area of option 382 ha, 307 ha in classes 1-3, 100 ha in classes 1-2

N3

3

Total area of option 348 ha, 338 ha in classes 1-3, 234 ha in classes 1-2

N4

3

Total area of option 282 ha, 282 ha in classes 1-3, 185 ha in classes 1-2

N5

3

Total area of option 301 ha, 301 ha in classes 1-3, 190 ha in classes 1-2

N6

2

Total area of option 408 ha, 118 ha in classes 1-3, 9 ha in classes 1-2

N7

3

Total area of option 376 ha, 331 ha in classes 1-3, 160 ha in classes 1-2

N8

4

Total area of option 441 ha, 415 ha in classes 1-3, 250 ha in classes 1-2

Commentary

N9

4

Total area of option 363 ha, 363 ha in classes 1-3, 222 ha in classes 1-2

Landscape / Visual Impact
The specialist introduction noted that landscape assessment considers three things:

•
•
•

physical matters
aesthetic
cultural meanings

Broadly landscape can be thought of as what we’d see if we knew the full story about an area. Part of the
assessment is to consider how well an option fit with a landscape. That is, better options will follow the patterns of
the landscape, rather than crossing them. All options have adverse landscape effects (even if score 1) and
scoring has focussed on comparison so as to assist option selection.
Q. Please explain the factors that need to be considered in relation to heritage patterns?
These include shared and recognised values, and may include factors that are not on national lists.
Q. If the landscape is able to absorb the road, is that part of the assessment?
Yes that is one of the factors, the assessment should consider the effects arising from landform modification.
Option

Score

Commentary

S1

2

The option presents a reasonably good fit with landscape patterns, one
issue is that it does bisect two landscape areas and would have some rural
community impact

S2

2

Similar reasons to S1

S3

3

This option does not follow the landscape patterns as well options S1 and
S2

S4

4

This is the worst option in terms of crossing landscape patterns. Concerns
also arise due to its close proximity to Ōhau

S5

4

This option crosses landscape patterns and is close to Manakau

S6

2

This option presents quite a good fit with the landscape patterns. Its
proximity to the Manakau village and heights counts against the option.

S7

3

Large earthworks required for this option, i.e. landscape modification

S8

2

This option presents a reasonably good fit with landscape patterns – could
tuck in and around dunes. However the cultural connections with these
landscapes counts against this option.

Q. How can S5 and S6 score so differently?
S5 crosses the landscape and would involve a large structure over the rail line, whereas S6 follows the landscape
pattern better.
Q. Have you used the 2011 report?
Have used the most up to date aerials (2017). 2011 report is background data.
Option

Score

N1

5

Commentary
The proximity of this option to Lake Papaitonga represents a significant
effect.

N2

5

The proximity of this option to Lake Papaitonga represents a significant
effect. In addition the option cuts across landscape patterns.

N3

4

This score recognises the fairly significant issues arising from this option’s
proximity to Levin and associated urban design issues

N4

2

This option works in well with current patterns, its within a relatively open
landscape, and detailed design should enable localised effects to be
avoided or mitigated

N5

2

This option works slightly less well compared with N4, i.e it cuts across the
landscape somewhat. There is however more potential to avoid effects
on the homestead and bush. Therefore on balance a similar score to
option N4.

N6

2

This option present a reasonably good fit with landscape patterns. It could
tuck in and around dunes. However the cultural connections with these
landscapes counts against this option.

N7

5

This option would have significant effects on the highly valued Lakes and
it also cuts across landscape patterns.

N8

4

This option will impact the Tararua foothills.

N9

1

This option works in well with current patterns, it is within a relatively open
landscape.

Q. Has light pollution been considered?
It was not part of the landscape assessment, covered under amenity. It was noted however that lighting is only
likely at the interchanges.
A concern was expressed that this is not based on on-ground understanding. The specialist noted that they have
been on the ground, and recognise this as being important for the assessment.
Q. Wouldn’t the valley behind Manakau be a valued landscape?
This could well be categorised as a ‘significant amenity landscape’ under the Resource Management Act.
Q. Can the expressway be used to advertise the Lakes? An opportunity?
Possibly with greater distance from the Lakes, proximity of some options to the Lakes is a real issue.
Disappointment was expressed about the scores for the options impacting on the Queen Street east area.
Q. How important was the at-grade Queen Street crossing suggestion to the score for N4?
It was taken into account. The score could be improved by best practice design such as full or partial expressway
trenching of the expressway(with Queen Street kept at grade/where it is now), although this could have
implications on the bush nearby and complications in terms of groundwater and engineering.
Q. Would potential noise mitigation measures create a landscape effect that should be taken into account?
In broad terms mitigation measures are part of the effects of a four lane highway and have therefore been
considered in the assessment.
Q. Is it possible to put the expressway below natural landform?
Yes, but will depend on ground conditions, ground water levels etc. In some areas would have visual impacts –
cuts in hilly areas.
District Development
The specialist introduction notes that this criterion was an assessment in relation to District development rather
than the District Plan. This avoids overlap with other criteria. The assessment has assessed the development
potential left in urban zones. It has not considered development potential in rural zones as this is addressed
through the productive land criterion.
The assessment is mainly based on 2015 District Plan zones, but also considered Council still developing review of
these zones. It was noted that the Council will try to marry up growth areas with the preferred RoNS alignment
and that some alignments cut across currently deferred development areas and that is borne out in scoring.
Scoring for the southern options was as follows:
Option

Score

Commentary

S1

1

Impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

S2

1

Impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

S3

1

Impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

S4

2

Impacts on the Ōhau Greenbelt Residential area. An existing
development, which is mainly subdivided. There is not a significant
amount of development potential remaining. Effects on existing houses /
community covered under other criteria. Minor effect on development
potential.

S5

3

A future growth area is being considered to the north of Manakau by
Council. This will be impacted by the option. The area is not expected to
have large development potential, therefore the impact is less extensive
than the Gladstone area.

S6

3

Impacts on rural residential subdivision south east of Manakau. These
effects covered under other criteria. However, a growth area is being
considered to the north of Manakau by Council. This will be impacted by
the option. The area is not expected to have large development
potential, therefore the impact is less extensive than the Gladstone area.

S7

1

Impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

S8

1

Impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

Option

Score

N1

1

Impacts mainly Rural Zone land – land based productive effects covered
elsewhere.

N2

1

Impacts on existing rural residential subdivision north west of Ōhau. The
amenity effects and loss of dwellings is covered in other
criteria. Otherwise impacts Rural Zone land only – land based productive
effects covered elsewhere.

N3

4

Impacts the western edge of Ōhau Greenbelt Residential area. Also and
more significantly impacts industrial (important) and residential areas on
west of Levin. Impact not as extensive as in Gladstone area, but impact
on industrial land is important for District development.

N4

4

Impacts the western edge of the Gladstone greenbelt residential area, for
its entire length. Aligns with corridor shown in the structure plan.
Notwithstanding council considers that effects of this scale would be
extensive. This area may also present opportunities for further residential
development. Mitigation is likely however through good practice structure
planning.

N5

4

Splits Gladstone greenbelt residential area, severs areas from each
other. Diagonal alignment cut across grid layout which can be expected
to reduce subdivision efficiency. Effects considered to be extensive.
Mitigation is likely however through good practice structure planning.

N6

1

Impacts on rubbish dump, expect covered in ‘property degree of
difficulty’. Otherwise impacts Rural Zone land only – land based
productive effects covered elsewhere.

N7

4

Impacts industrial (important) and residential areas on west of
Levin. Impact not as extensive as in Gladstone area, but impact on
industrial land is important for District development.

N8

3

Impacts on the eastern edge of the Gladstone Greenbelt area. Mainly
developed. Little severance impacts as on the eastern edge.

N9

4

Splits Gladstone greenbelt residential area, severs areas from each
other. Impacts or close to the future local commercial area shown on
structure plan. Mitigation is likely however through good practice structure
planning.

Commentary

Impacts on dwellings
The specialist introduction noted that because of the large number of properties impact by the various options a
high level assessment has been undertaken using 2016 aerials (some limitations, new or recent developments
aren’t included). The assessment looked at property parcels (approx. 1,400) and considered dwellings directly in
the alignment of the routes. In terms of scoring, scores 1 and 2 were not used because all options are considered
to have negative effects on individual properties. All of the options impacted dwellings to some degree, and to
those properties the effect is negative. The scores given were based on the following ranges of dwelling
impacted: 1-30 (score 3), 31-50 (score 4), more than50 (score 5).
S1 (3) S2 (3) S3 (3) S4 (5) S5 (5) S6 (5) S7 (4) S8 (3)
N1 (3) N2 (4) N3 (5) N4 (5) N5 (5) N6 (3) N7 (4) N8 (5) N9 (5)
Q: How close properties can be to an expressway?
This relates to properties that are directly affected and the amount of land that needs to be taken. There is
guidance on how close dwellings can be to proposed state highways available. Greg to circulate guidance via
Lonnie.
Property degree of difficulty
The specialist introduction noted that this assessment considered the need for property reconfiguration,
commercial relocations, the difficulty associated with acquiring Māori land, easements on Māori land which are
likely to introduce a large number of parties into negotiations and large farming severances.
Options S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S8 were scored 5 primarily due to the significant amount of Māori freehold land and
the significant number of easements registered against titles. There were also specific additional issues
associated with purchase of Tatum Park for option S3 and S4, and Allied concrete and the Bishops Vineyard for
option S4.
S6 and S7 were scored 4 due to the presence of a quarry and also the number of Māori freehold properties.
However these options do not contain the easements issues associated with options such as S1 and S2.
Options N1, N2, N6 and N7 were scored 4. All options will require the purchase of a reasonable amount of Māori
land. Options N1 and N2 have the added difficulty of the golf course purchase.
Option N3 was scored a 5 due to the need to purchase the Alliance Group site, the presence of Māori land and
the presence of recreation reserves along the alignment.
Options N4, N5, N8 and N9 were scored 3 mainly because there is currently no Māori land identified along these
alignments.
Q. How will you work through the Māori land acquisition?
It is achievable through negotiation, and takes a degree of collaboration / goodwill on both sides to come to a
negotiated agreement.
Fit to project objectives
The specialist introduction noted that this assessment involved consideration of combined corridors along the
entire route. This was required because southern or northern options on their own would not achieve the project
objectives.
Most of the southern and northern options can form part of multiple combined corridors. Because of this the
criterion score given to each of the southern and northern options was based the best performing combined
corridor which it forms part of.
The assessment of the combined corridors was against the four project objectives, which are:

•
Reduce travel times on the state highway network
•
Reduce deaths and serious injuries on the state highway network
•
Enhance the resilience of the state highway network
•
Provide appropriate connections that integrate the state highway and local road networks to serve
urban areas
The assessment of travel time was based simply on the calculation of journey length and volume of traffic
expected to be using the route.
In relation to safety, it was noted that the key issue is how many people transfer to the new safer road. How
many do this will be contingent on how attractive the route is from a travel time perspective. Therefore the
options assessment against this objective is the same as for travel time.

In terms of resilience, it was noted that there is not a lot of hazards in the study area compared to other parts of
New Zealand. All options duplicate current highway. The only option which stands out as being less resilient is S7,
due to its location on a fault line.
Local connectivity – broad consideration based on separation from Levin.
Based on these considerations the following scores were awarded to the southern options:

•
•
•

S2, S3, S5, and S6 scored 1
S4 scored 2
S1, S7 and S8 scored 3.

Scoring for the northern options was:

•
•

N3, N4, N5 and N9 scored 1
N1, N2, N6, N7 and N8 scored 3.

Cost
The specialist introduction noted that this criterion was assessed by splitting each option into lengths of normal
and lengths of complex construction, and by considering the extent of structures required on each route. The
outcome was a relative construction cost.
The southern options scored:
•
S1, S2, S3 and S8 scored 2
•
S6 scored 3
•
S4, S5 and S7 scored 4.
The northern options scored:
•
N4 and N5 scored 1
•
N1, N3, N7, N8 and N9 scored 2
•
N2 scored 3
•
N6 scored 4.

Weighting of criteria
It was noted that multiple weightings would be applied to the criteria to help decision making on the best
options. The group discussed a ‘community weighting’, it was agreed that this should be based on the degree to
which criteria relate to factors with long term enduring effects on the community.
The weighting selected for the group was as follows:
Criteria

Weight
(%)

Reasons

Landscape/visual

60

The group consider that change will occur anyway,
and that effects can be mitigated

Ecology

100

This was considered to be a key enduring issue for the
community.

Heritage

100

This was considered to be a key enduring issue for the
community.

Tangata Whenua

100

Issues of significance to tangata whenua were
considered to be a key enduring issue for the
community.

Productive land value

80

While the loss of productive was recognised as very
important to the community, the small extent of land
involved reduced the weighting given to this criteria.

Social, community,
recreation

100

This was considered to be a key enduring issue for the
community.

Impact on dwellings

90

This was considered significant to the community,
although it was noted owners would be financially
compensated.

District development

60

Accepted that there is flexibility for the future
development patterns to adjust to the presence of
the expressway

Fit to project objectives

100

As these objectives in consideration of access to Levin
this was considered to be a key enduring issue for the
community.

Property degree of
difficulty

90

As this criterion includes severance effects for farmers,
it is therefore significance to community

Engineering matters

20

The associated issues were generally consider to be
short term and of less relevance to the community.

Cost

20

Cost was considered to be of limited relevance to the
community, although it was acknowledged that they
are tax payers.

Next Steps
As the meeting had run well over time, it was drawn to a close. The one outstanding Agenda item not covered
was interchange options. It was agreed that the project team would work through the outcomes of the MCA
assessment and would report back to the next Project Reference Group on the results. It was agreed that the
interchange options and implications would also be discussed at the next Project Reference Group.
The next Project Reference Group meeting will take place on Thursday 28 Sept.
The meeting finished with a Karakia.
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Landscape and Visual Workshop
Background Notes
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NZTA Roads of National Significance – Ōtaki to North of Levin, Landscape and Urban Design Baseline Report (Second Draft), Isthmus,
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Appendix E

Ecology Workshop Background Notes, with
Addendum

7 September 2017
By E-mail
Allan Planning & Research Ltd
26 Patrick Street
Petone (5012)
Attn: Sylvia Allan

Dr. Adam Forbes
PO Box 8740
Havelock North (4157)
Hastings
New Zealand

Dear Sylvia,

Re: Taylors Road to Levin North Connection, Scoring of Ecological Constraints by Route Option
1.

Introduction

This short report sets out the draft scores assigned to the route options updated on 16 August 2017 and the
information drawn upon in assigning the constraint scores based on the anticipated ecological effects. The notes
were prepared as background for the community MCA workshop, 29th August 2017.
2.

Method

An ecological constraints map (Fig. 1) and supporting information covering the study area was prepared by Forbes
Ecology (FE; Forbes, 2017)). This information provided the principal mechanism for proposing scores using the 1 to 5
scoring system. The ecological constraints map depicts habitat extents and species locations of either national or
regional significance. A full description of the method used to identify and evaluate ecological significance of
features within the study area is presented in Forbes (2017).
The scoring system used is the same as applied by the workshop process, acknowledging that the focus of the
scoring was on adverse effects rather than the potential for benefits.
Typically, the criteria were applied with specific consideration of the following aspects:
•

The degree that mapped areas of ecological significance, represented as polygons or points, are
encroached upon by each of the options,

•

The level of ecological significance of a given ecological constraint,

•

The degree that the affected areas can be avoided, taking account of the scope afforded by the 300 metre
wide route, the configuration of the affected areas, and highway design constraints.

The location and level of ecological significance of ecological constraints was determined by Forbes (2017) using the
following information sources:
•

Foxton Ecological District Survey Report for the Protected Natural Areas Programme (Ravine 1992),

•

Manawatu Plains Ecological District Survey Report for the Protected Natural Areas Programme (Ravine
1995),

•

Manawatu-Wanganui One Plan (Schedule B: Surface water values & Schedule F: Terrestrial ecosystems),

•

Kapiti Coast District Council District Plan,
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•

New Zealand Plant Conservation Network species lists1,

•

DoC herpetological database records,

•

E-bird2,

•

The following GIS layers3:
–

New Zealand Land Cover Database (Version 4),

–

Protected Areas Network map (DoC, QEII National Trust, Nature Heritage Fund Covenants, Local
Council Reserves via the Reserves Act, and Nga Whenua Rahui covenants),

–

Contemporary Wetland Extent map (Wetlands of National Importance (WONI),

–

Landcover Database,

–

NZMS 260 Topomaps,

–

Regional Council survey data,

–

QEII National Trust data,

–

WERI (DoC) database.

In addition to the above information sources, the constraints map was updated with information gathered during
the public consultation field visit and meeting held on the 22nd of August 2017.
3.

Scoring

Following are the recommended scoring and supporting rationale underpinning the scoring of each of the route
options. This should be read in conjunction with Figure 1.
3.1

Southern Route Options

S1
S1 was assigned a score of 1. Although a remnant area of forest protected by a QEII covenant is affected it
encroaches only slightly into the route on the eastern side by the junction with the S2 route option.
S2
S2 was assigned a score of 2 as the same area protected by a QEII covenant encroaches across approximately half of
the route just beyond the junction with S1. We have assumed the highway could bypass this protected forest
beyond its eastern flank. This represents the only area of potential difficulty along the route.
S3
S3 was assigned a score of 3 as three areas of regional significance encroach into the route towards Ohau. These are
a QEII covenanted area known as Whitemans Bush, a small area of broadleaved forest/treeland of regional
significance and an area of tawa-totara forest known as Poutama Bush. We have assumed that the highway could
bypass the QEII covenanted area and broadleaved forest/treeland without too much difficulty. However the
northern most area of tawa-totara forest, Poutama Bush poses the greatest degree of difficulty owing to its lineal
shape and potential degree of encroachment.

1
2
3

Available from: http://www.nzpcn.org.nz/factsheet_index.aspx
Available from: http://ebird.org/ebird/places
All available from: http://ourenvironment.scinfo.org.nz/ourenvironment
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S4
S4 was assigned a score of 5 as a number of areas of ecological significance are encroached upon by the route to the
east and south of Ohau. One of the affected sites is Bishops Bush, a 3 hectare forest of mature totara, matai, titoki,
mahoe and kawakawa of regional significance. In particular, the close proximity of other regionally significant areas
of forest in the vicinity of Bishops Bush poses an extreme difficulty to the route as avoidance of some of the forest
remnants would not be possible.
S5
S5 was assigned a score of 4 as three areas of regional significance are encroached upon over a short distance on the
western outskirts of Manakau. These include an wetland denoted 50A by DOC, that is contiguous with a QEII
Covenant on the same wetland. Two small forest remnants, known by DoC as site 50B, would be affected by this
option north west of Manakau. The lineal orientation of the wetland and proximity of forest remnants to each other
poses an extreme level of difficulty as avoidance of the wetland and one of the forest remnants would not be
possible. The northern extent of the option would encroach on McLeavey Bush.
S6
S6 was assigned a score of 2. While three areas of regional significance are encroached upon they present a minor
level of difficulty and could be avoided. These are three forest remnants; listed in the KCDC District Plan notated
from south to north as Pukehou Bush, Stables Bush and Knights Bush. The first two are described as kohekohemahoe forest and the latter kahikatea-mahoe treeland.
S7
S7 was assigned a score of 5 as seven areas of regional significance are encroached upon by this route option. These
are forest remnants that occur in three general localities; south and east of Manakau and east of Ohau. From south
to north these are described as Pukehou Bush, a forest remnant south of Knights Bush, an extensive area of forest
that spans the route, the western extremity of Tararua Forest Park known locally as the Waikawa Stream Picnic Area
and two areas of riparian forest associated with the Ohau River main stem and tributary in the vicinity of Muhunoa
East Road.
Avoiding the extensive area of forest south of Waikawa Stream Picnic Area will not be possible and avoidance of the
other areas of forest along the route especially near Muhunoa Road East may not be possible.
S8
S8 was assigned a score of 1 as no areas of national or regional significance are affected.
3.2

Northern Route Options

N1
N1 was assigned a score of 4 as the route encroaches on a reserve managed by DOC which extends beyond the north
west corner of Lake Papaitonga. The reserve encompasses the outlet stream to the lake. DOC is proposing to
enhance the reserve through active management. The route also encroaches slightly on a forest remnant south of
Lake Papaitonga and QEII covenanted area and a duneland near the junctions with the N2 and N7 route options.
The DOC reserve presents a high level of difficulty as it spans the entire width of the route.
3

N2
N2 was assigned a score of 5+ (fatal flaw) as it crosses the eastern margins of the Lake Papaitonga wetland complex
featuring three forested gullies. The complex has been identifed as nationally significant as it is a large naturally
occurring wetland and a good example of a nationally under represented ecosystem. Bittern (Nationally Critical;
Robertson et al. 2017) and the indigenous landsnail Powelliphanta traversi, species each with a conservation status
are recorded in the area. There is a high probability of other nationally threatened species occurring in this area also.
Lake Papaitonga poses a potential fatal flaw to the route. Avoiding the gullies is not possible.
N3
N3 was proposed with a score of 3 as the route encroaches on three apparently unnamed forest remnants located
towards the northern end of the route, which present a reasonable level of difficulty owing to their relative
proximities of the remnants.
At the southern end the route encroaches slightly on Tarrant Bush, a totara treeland, and at the northern end (east
of Te Whanga Road) a wetland associated with native forest would be affected.
N4
N4 was assigned a score of 4 as the route passes near Arapaepae Bush and an adjacent forest remnant. Arapaepae
Bush is nationally significant owing to the presence of Powelliphanta traversi, a threatened and protected
indigenous land snail. The bush also provides habitat for high numbers of skinks and has high invertebrate values.
The forest remnants pose a key area of difficulty for the route. The fauna values of the directly adjacent (to the east)
is unknown but is of regional significance regarding forest ecosystem type.
N5
N5 was assigned a score of 1 as no areas of national or regional significance are affected.
N6
N6 was assigned a score of 5 as the route encroaches on two areas of stable duneland west of Lake Horowhenua
that are classified as rare ecosystem types and are regionally significant. The dunelands support ephemeral
wetlands.
The extent of the dunelands and their relative locations pose an extreme level of difficulty in achieving a satisfactory
route alignment. Encroachment on either one of the dunelands is unavoidable.
N7
N7 was assigned a score of 3 as the route encompasses a remnant of swamp forest near the Lake Horowhenua
protected by a DoC conservation covenant. Other bush remnants fall within the route option, including Te Kowhai
Bush and three unnamed remnants located near Lindsay Road. In combination these constraints represent areas of
reasonable difficulty.
N8
N8 was assigned a score of 1 as no areas of national or regional significance are affected by the route.

4

N9
N9 was assigned a score of 4 as it encroaches on an area of riparian forest bordering the Ohau River which is
regionally significant and fringes the western boundary of the Kimberley Scenic Reserve which is nationally
significant. The reserve abuts the area of riparian forest.
The riparian forest spans the entire route and represents a major area of difficulty to the route as it cannot be
avoided.
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Figure 1: Route options, and nationally and regionally significant ecological constraints, identified within the study
area.
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Summary

Table 1 provides a summary of the scoring and key ecological constraints for each of the options.
Table 1: Constraint scoring and key ecological constraints by route option.
Route Option
Score Key Areas of Difficulty
S1
1
Nil
S2
2
QEII protected bush
S3
3
Poutama Bush
S4
5
Bishops Bush and nearby forest remnants
S5
4
Forest remnants (50B forests)
S6
2
Pukehou Bush and Stables Bush
S7
5
Forested area east of Manakau and Waikawa Stream Picnic Area
S8
1
Nil
N1
4
DOC reserve at Lake Papaitonga outlet
N2
5+
Lake Papaitonga
N3
3
Lindsay A & B Bush
N4
4
Arapaepae Bush
N5
1
Nil
N6
5
Dunelands west of Lake Horowhenua
N7
3
Forest remnant protected by QEII Covenant
N8
1
Nil
N9
4
Riparian forest bordering Ohau River
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Authors’ Comments:
During Workshop #2 the workshop participants raised the following issues:
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Concern was raised by a local resident that the shared southern route options north of Otaki
and west of Manakau could adversely affect the feeder streams to the Forest Lakes wetland
complex. It was agreed that this was a construction issue that would be addressed through
appropriate mitigation to ensure the hydrology and water quality of the streams and the
receiving wetlands would not be adversely affected.
An officer from the Horowhenua District Council noted that Bishops Bush on S4 is one of the
highest value remnants in the District.
Recent information supplied by LINZ shows that a reserve managed by DOC extends beyond the
north west corner of Lake Papitonga and encompasses the outlet stream. The reserve extends
across the entire width of the N1 route. DOC is proposing to enhance the reserve through active
management.
The workshop score of 2 for N3 was based on a misinterpretation during the workshop of the
mapped route over the length where N2 overlaps with N7. The workshop score for N3 should
have been a 3 to reflect the route crossing through Lindsay A & B Bush.
A NZTA representative and the Landscape Architect believe there is sufficient room for an
expressway to pass between Arapaepae Bush and the remnant immediately to the east on route
N4. Phil calculated the gap between the remnants to be in the order of 100 metres. Our score
of 4 was on the basis that avoidance of both bush sites could be acheived. Based on current
knowledge of the potential values present in Arapaepae Bush and the adjacent remnant, if
avoidance of these remnants was not acheiveable, a score of 5 is recommended.
The ecologists endorse the workshop score of 4 of N7. This is on the basis that N7 would affect
additional sites compared to N3, and that N3 scored 3.
The ecologists agree with the workshop score of 5 for N9 if avoidance of the riparian forest area
is not possible.
A local resident drew attention to the presence of Powelliphanata traversii in McLeavey’s bush
on S7 and N9.

Please feel free to contact us to discuss this summary report.
Report Authors

Dr. Adam Forbes
Forbes Ecology

Simon Beale
Beale Consultants Limited
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